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PROLOGUE: SIGHT/SITE: THE GIANTS WON-
DER THRU THE CROWDED STREETS WHILE 
ADULTS CHEER, CHILDREN LOOK HALF 
AMAZED AND FEARFUL, AND THE SOUND OF 
LOCAL BALLADS FILL THE SPACE. THE GAZE 
OF THE GIANTS DRAW A MEMORABLE NET-
WORK OF INVISIBLE THREADS BETWEEN 
THE NEIGHBORING BUILDINGS AS THEY 
MOVE ALONG THEIR HURRIED DESIRE TO 
CAPTURE IT ALL IS LOGICAL, SINCE THEY ARE 
ALLOWED TO WALK THROUGH THE NEIGH-
BORHOOD ON ONLY LIMITED OCCASIONS....

The irregularity of Barcelona with it thriving pulse is ocnstantly seen 
in dance. As the giants glide down the room, every angle, every expe-
rience; receptive, permeable, flexible, fluctuant. Giant spaces chang-
ing in scale but not in size. With every step and every angle our ex-
perience changes creating a comple environment around us. “Giant” 
collumns, listening to the music, vibrating to the rythm of barcelona.
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Activities & Interaction map

We begin to see the didactic move-
ment and connections stablished in the 
grove. The site acts as an anchor for the 
shifts in movement and circulation in 
manchester ave. The super impossed 
constellations layers allows us to refer-
ence different realms and possibilities 
of connections. The intermittence of 
movement in the site as it sprawls out 
like an organism and starts encompass-
ing and attaching itself to existing build-
ings. The red lines are seen as the scor-
ing of memory attached to the existing, 
enhancing the experience of the occu-
pant based on the paths of circulation



activities are dormant in the site, until all the trajectories meet. the lines begin to form musical interactions 
and nodes for activities. 



Book available for online view at www.lulu.com/sensoryorganism





Parking acts a catalyst for urban life and human interactions. 
The intercadence of the Grove-a growing and vibrant business 
and entertainment community home to LGBTQ- seen through 
your car as a node of interaction begins to collect experiences 
and interaction. Through the pulse of the street with variating 
speeds and conditions, the festive lot through a variety of sys-
tems engages its st facade in each edge.  The site is broken 
up into 3 courtyards/spaces for parking and interaction via 
means of ramped parking that acts as a pause for the infra-
structural injection of new urban life. This creates a journey 
on an inclined structure, a proposal for a continuous project 
which engulfs the site like minimalistic lava of activities intro-
ducing parking on top, and program on the bottom, collectively 
switching the two. A canopy stretching from Manchester also 
engulfs the site, consisting of solar panels that collect energy 
and radiate it at night, showing a prism of colors and working 
with the permeable pavers in the site to maximize its efficiency. 
**The Grove- in to revitalize, in to individualize, in to ener-
gize- A growing vibrant business and entertainment district 
along Manchester between Kingshighway and Vadeventer 
in St. Louis City. You can find  a diversity of independently 
owned restaurant, nightlife, retail, and services. It is home 
to the premier nighlife in the area, and is a thriving center 
for the LGBTQ, cycling, an artist community in the St. Louis 
area. Parking, a real issue, with increasingly car theft, park-
ing as a condition of the city is introduce to the project.
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city collage; Lights as an intervention

Exhibition
6600 sq ft

Leisure courtyards
1500 sq ft

Retail
18000 sq ft

Ground Parking|Bike Raks
60000|4000 sq ft

Market|Restaurant
24000|14000

ETFE Solar Panel Canopy
60000 sq ft 

Elevated Parking
200 cars 
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Barcelona Study Abroad
Summer 2011 
Sketchbook



drawn in collaboration with Jason Butz and Akshita Sivakumar 



“From touching the smallest detail to 
sensing the movement of a body and 
its acceleration in space- all of these 
sensations criss-cross in the chemis-
try of things, spontaneously develop-
ing in a play of natural light toward the 
distant horizon. A phenomenological 
enmeshing of object-side and subject-
side, which is most readily achieved 
in architecture, points beyond itself.”

Drifting away form earth as if in a 
dream weightless state and the possi-
bility for a human being his work sym-
bolizes a eutopia. Eutopia is not a con-
dition of the world but a way of seeing 
in a way you haven’t seen before. See-
ing the world as if no longer fixed to it.



Exposed. Watercolor on ink.  Sensory Connections. Eyes. 



Isla de  patternstraceFragments of a city City eye & Butterfly plenum



Dancing Dessert Sillouethe series

Circular Vertebrae  multiperspectal

body 1

body 2

La sensasion del pensamiento. The sensation of feeling. Watercolor on pencil. 



gorritadesign.wordpress.com

http://gorritadesign.wordpress.com


The title “Infected” runs 2:50 seconds long.  It is structured to attain the audience in an ABCD composition while allowing 
pauses or chapters to separate the piece. The title originated from the idea of our body acting as a carrier of infection.  What 
does it mean to be infected? When we target infection as a threat does it happen from the outside or from within one’s self? 
Through the manipulation of exposure, darkness vs. light, human vs. nature, machine vs. nature we begin to see a contrast of 
experiences of juxtapositions. Complete darkness separates the composition into chapters of consciousness. When in dark-
ness we lose all inhibitions of our body and our imagination takes place.  The portraying of human gaze allows for the viewer 
to measure themselves in comparison to your experiences, those that have aroused from the “organism” that is infected.  
“Infected” is an organism, it makes us rethink thoughts, reestablish associations, think about the absence of something, 
or the idea its always present; dormant to our environment.  The film’s entity is captured when reflecting upon life, the 
things we take for granted on a daily basis.  Dormant yet perceptible to our experiences our body reacts to such infec-
tions.  Lighting a match symbolizes power, overcoming distress, finding an inner light, cure perhaps. But what does it 
mean to be infected? We can be infected with stress, joy, sadness, love, and endless “diseases” as our body establishes 
associations.  No matter what the “infection” if we see the potential, the strength within ourselves, the strength to carry 
forward we are lighting a match of hope, a match for a better tomorrow, in which we must all succumb to death eventually.

The piece is entitled Particles in the heavens “ and runs 6:53.  Its composition its ABAB in both video and sound.  It also 
includes Charlie Chaplin’s speech in the film the last dictator. The title is meant to be read in infinite ways. The lights rep-
resent souls, humans, the people, but it could also be just that lights—lights of hope, lights of freedom.  The piece can be 
seen as a hypnotic trance in which a speech moves acoustically through a plan view of the lights. The view changes, moves, 
fluctuates with sound. The interplay of sound and video give it a phenomenological feeling, as it encompasses different 
vibrations through the use of dance. The movement has a life of its own, interlacing man and the machine, with a form 
of expression used widely across the world—dance—which has the power to change lives. The image contradicts the sub-
ject—sound—but aggregates to its intensity and power. The movement behind the lights repeat themselves over and over 
again, shifting and creating a vortex of phenomenological entities.  The opening on the screen creates a feeling of awak-
ening, opening a veil, or perhaps reaching the heavens, reaching for change. As the sun sets we begin to almost set foot 
on the ground, that which is through movement. The suns ray begin to puncture and dissolve through the particles, almost 

all videos at gorritadesign.wordpress.com





Chas and Duke Interactive; Architecture from a dogs perspective



La mujer de Fuego que con su dulce fuego quema. 



Spectacles of Light; the ghost inside  of us 





Dine in- Carry Out- Delivery

why order anywhere else when you can get

www.stlitalian.com 310 Debaliviere ave

St.Louis

314-367-7788

Chill, Eat, Drink, Hookah
12.8.12

314.361.7770
241 N. Euclid Ave

Grand Opening 



MARTINIS $8

Skye’s Island: blue island pucker, absolute citron, 
triple sec & sour

Mystic Mango: Absolute Mango, triple sec & sour

Sour Apple: Absolute Citrus, apple pucker, & sour

Lemon Drop: Absolute citron, lemon juice & splash 
of sour

Pineapple Upside down: Vanilla Vodka, pineapple 
juice & grenadine

Fuzzy Peach: Vodka, peach schnapps & splash of 
club soda

Milky Way: Vanilla vodka, Chocolate & Baileys

COCKTAILS

$6 Washington Apple: crown royal, apple pucker & 
cranberry juice

$6 Caribou- lou: Malibu, rum & pineapple juice

$6 Malibu’s Punch: coconut rum, pineapple & 
cranberry juice

$6 Pineapple Surprise: peach schnapps, pineapple 
juice & malibu

$6 White Russian: Vodka, khalua & cream

$8 Blue Mist: Blue curacao, hypnotic, sour & sprite

$8 The Eccher: rum, vodka, tequila, gin, sour & 
cranberry

$8 Blue Mofo: vodka, tequila, gin, rum, sour & blue 
curacao

$8 Fishbowl Margarita: regular, strawberry, rasp-
berry or peach

SHOTS $6

BOMBS: jager, sake, cherry or Vegas

Tres leches: rumchata & amaretto

Cinamon toast crunch: rumchata & jaggermeister

Alien Secretion: midori, malibu & pineapple juice

Buttery Nipps: Butterscotch & baileys

Cake: cake vodka, butterscotch & vanilla

$4 Lemon drop: vodka, lemon juice & bar sugar

$4 Kamakaze: vodka & rose lime

$1 Sake (hot, cold, pineapple & strawberry)

BEER

$2.50 PBR

$3.50 Bud light/ Budweiser

$4 Budweiser Select

$4.50 Corona/Heineken/Blue Moon/Schlafly pale 
ale/ Sapporo/New Castle/Boulevard Wheat

$5 Asahi

$5.50 Guinness

$6 Crispin Cider

$4.50 TAP: HOEGARDEN & KIRIN & SEASONAL

SAKE/WINE

$6.5 Hot Sake 

$11 Nigori Sake (unfiltered)

$13 Ginjo sake (dry)

$7 for craft or $20 for bottle Pineapple or Straw-
berry Sake

$12 Soju

$5 glass/ $15 bottle Chardonnay, Merlot, Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Pinot Noir & Pinot Grigio

$7 glass/ $26 btl. Alamos Chardonnay

$7 glass/ $26 btl. Alamos Malbec

$6 glass/ $22 btl. Zazo Moscato

$45 bottle Russian River Chardonnay

$35 bottle Kenwood Vineyard Merlot

$39 Estancia Cabernet Sauvigon

$29 ClOS DU BOIS Pinot Noir

$9 187ml bottle MARTINI ROSSI Champagne 
  

DESSERTS

Warm baked caramel apple bread pudding        $7

Chocolate Tart             $7

Green tea cheesecake           $7




